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elcome to the new look Imprint magazine. I am delighted to have
been invited to edit Imprint and give it a fresh look to present
your great stories in an engaging style.
It’s very much your magazine so your views and involvement matter.
Please tell me what you think and we’ll do our best to listen and give you
a voice. So please shape your magazine by sending in your views, accounts
of your vehicle projects plus comments and advice. Just put your thoughts
together and we’ll shape it into an article. Also send it in with plenty of high
resolution pictures please. Members want to hear about common interests and
shared experiences. This is what the IMPS community and Imprint is about.
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It’s such a shame that this wretched lockdown means we cannot salute properly
the vast sacrifice and victory that our previous generations made to give us the
freedom that we have all enjoyed today. As part of our salute we have gone
back to IMPS involvement at the 50th VE and VJ celebrations in London, while
we hopefully look forward to the VE and VJ 75+1 celebrations next year.
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We commemorate the sacrifices of the BEFs’ evacuation in 1940. Both
Operation Dynamo and Operation Ariel account how the remains of the Allied
forces were successfully salvaged. Also we look at the Normandy beaches trail,
members’ family histories including a discovery of a rare Guy gun tractor, high
jinks with a Matchless, and the Tilly back from Australia plus
much more...

Sam Mitchell-Innes | Editor

Deadlines for articles
We’re already putting the next issue together so the sooner you send in your articles the
better. Please don’t wait or hold back. Also don’t worry about the written content just put it
down and send it in. We will be able to review and iron out any written glitches!
Please send me your articles along with pictures as JPEGs at as a high resolution as possible
–the bigger the file, the better the printing will be.
The September issue copy date is 15th August. After that date your story may be
used in the following quarter’s issue.
Email the copy and pictures to me at imprint@imps.org.uk

Imprint Magazine

The Official UK Dealer
For MD Juan
Body Parts

From the Board

Just look at your response to the VE day celebrations and see what a great
fellowship IMPS is; we were bombarded by wonderful pictures. Have a look at
the diary pages to see just a small selection of some of the VE Day scenes.

I look forward to hearing about your favourite topics
so we can start a readers’ feedback page in the
September issue.

Cromadex and Firwood Paint
and Thinners, Timken Bearings,
Grant Piston Rings, Spicer Axle
Components, Felpro Gaskets &
Morris Lubricants, Also stocking
Dodge Parts.
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Deadlines for articles, photos, letters, members MV’s etc are: 15th May,
14th August, 13th November and 12th February.
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No part of the Imprint Magazine may be reproduced in anyway
whatsoever, without the editor’s permission. The Imprint magazine
cannot be held responsible for any transactions with either private
or trade advertisers. The views expressed by contributors, are not
necessarily those of the editor, every care has been taken to ensure
that the contents in this magazine are accurate. The editor cannot
be held responsible for article errors or assume legal liabilities.
The Imprint Magazine is a IMPS Publication. Publication dates are the
last week of March (Spring issue), June (Summer issue), September
(Autumn issue) and December (Winter issue). Post dates to the
membership (should be in or around) 22nd March, 25th June, 24th
September and 17th December.
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innovative film.
extra features on the DVD include Ellwood’s special features
fascinating insight into how the film was made.
“….The boys from Easy Company came right through this
on the weapons, uniforms and equipment the GIs used and a
‘The
Americans
onour
D-Day’
is truly
outstanding.
hedge….”
says
intrepid
presenter
as he struggles his way
fascinating insight into how the film was made.
‘The
Americans
on D-Day’
is available
from: fully equipped as
through
a medieval
hedgerow
near Carentan,
‘The Americans on D-Day’ is truly outstanding.
www.milweb.net/dday
a paratrooper. With constant enthusiasm and endless costume
‘The Americans on D-Day’ is available from:
changes,
we are given detailed insights into what happened on
Price:
£23.99.
www.milweb.net/dday
precise spots—the film actually being shot at the right time of
Price: £23.99.
day for even greater effect.
from members coupled with
As IMPS Board members, one

hedge….” says our intrepid presenter as he struggles his way
through a medieval hedgerow near Carentan, fully equipped as
a paratrooper. With constant enthusiasm and endless costume
changes, we are given detailed insights into what happened on
precise spots—the film actually being shot at the right time of
day for even greater effect.
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of the folding and rigid military
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armies 1875-1945. This is
now available in a limited
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Hardbound, with over 200 illustrations—
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DYNAMO

DYNAMO

The success of the Dunkirk
evacuation alone was momentous
by any measure as the cold
statistics reveal:

This National Socialist propaganda image shows British vehicles in
Dunkirk (Dunkerque), France, after the British evacuation and the siege
of the city by the German Wehrmacht, photographed in July 1940.
Photo: Berliner Verlag / Archive

215,000
British troops rescued.

But the cost was also enormous:

139,000

OPERATION
DYNAMO

YEARS
							ON

861

vessels, including the
‘little ships’ took part
in the rescue.
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90%

of Dunkirk was destroyed
with many civilian casualties.

106 140+
RAF aircraft lost

dpa picture alliance / Alamy Stock Photo

Neil Huband

The Battle of
France is over.
I expect the Battle
of Britain is about
to begin!

French, Belgian and Polish
Troops rescued.

So spoke Winston Churchill after Dunkirk knowing
that the evacuation of many thousands more troops
and civilians, was continuing from French ports from
Le Havre and Cherbourg in Normandy right around
Brittany and down as far south as St Jean de Luz.
The British Expeditionary Force outnumbered the Nazis by almost
two to one. But better equipped, better led with innovative
strategy and tactics, the Germans out manoeuvred the Allies, who
hadn’t truly moved on from the tactics of the First World War.
Perhaps because of the two day pause in the advance ordered by
Hitler himself and the perceptive leadership of Lord Gort, the stage
was set for a successful evacuation. Churchill hoped to save,
at most, around 45,000 troops.

68,111

BEF troops were killed,
injured or taken prisoner.

35,000
French troops
were captured

243

crew died

ships were sunk.

2,472

guns were left behind.

2,048

motorcycles abandoned.

63,879

cars, utilities, trucks and lorries
were abandoned.
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DYNAMO
The bravery of those allied troops
left behind to cover the retreat and
evacuation and the sacrifice of many,
guaranteed that Britain, standing alone,
could begin to regroup and was still in a
position to defend itself.

While Coronavirus means we cannot
visit Dunkirk to pay homage to the
unselfish heroism and sacrifice of 80
years ago, IMPS members across the
country are helping to increase the
understanding of the significance of

Dozens of men from the 2nd Battalion The
Royal Warwickshire Regiment were locked
in a barn and died from grenade wounds.
Not all those left behind were afforded
to rights of the Geneva Convention.
While a number of IMPS members
recount the stories of their fathers and
relatives who survived to be incarcerated
in POW camps, it was a matter of luck as
to whether they lived or died.
100 men of the Royal Norfolk Regiment
were taken to a farm pit in the
ironically named Le Paradis area
and shot by the SS. Dozens of
men from the 2nd Battalion
The Royal Warwickshire
Regiment were locked
in a barn and died
from grenade wounds.
Many French soldiers
faced equally appalling
treatment.

Military evacuation of Dunkirk during World War 2.
Thousands of British and French troops wait on the
dunes of Dunkirk beach for transport to England.
May 26-June 4, 1940 Photo: Everett Historical
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this and other evacuations with a
magnificent collection of vehicles and
equipment used by the BEF.

Morris Tilly

AERIAL

AERIAL

THE ‘FORGOTTEN’
RESCUES OF
OPERATION AERIAL
While the ‘miracle’ of Dunkirk was just
beginning, Churchill, knowing another
150,000 men were still trapped in France,
ordered they be rescued forthwith.
Neil Huband

15-25
JUNE
1940

At Dunkirk enough vehicles and equipment
for up to ten divisions, including 45,000
lorries and light transport and 700 tanks
had been abandoned. It was vital for the
defence of Britain that, apart from as many
men as possible, as much transport, guns
and munitions as possible, was brought back
from other parts of France.
In addition to British troops, there were
others from Commonwealth and Czech
regiments, not to mention many civilians
who were desperate to escape.

Five RAF fighter squadrons were relocated to Western France to
cover the withdrawal and all bombers returned to Britain.
Guns, and other equipment were loaded aboard ships at Cherbourg
and elsewhere, despite constant attacks from the Luftwaffe, but poor
intelligence and fears that the German advance was closer than it
really was, meant that some transport and kit was abandoned.
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Southampton
Poole
Portsmpouth
Weymouth
Plymouth
Cherbourg

Cherbourg, 1940: Last equipment being loaded on board ships
by the retreating British Expeditionary Force before France's
great Atlantic port was destroyed

Brest

Credit: World History Archive / Alamy Stock Photo

Saint-Malo

Between 15th to the 25th June 1940 almost
192,000 troops and more than 30,000 French
civilians were brought back safely to the UK.

Saint-Nazaire
Ta Pallice
Le Verdon
Bordeaux

Bayonne
Saint-Jean-De-Luz

Credit: Eric Gaba

Operation Circle, the evacuation from Le Havre, was underway
and Operation Aerial, covering nine ports from Cherbourg,
around Brittany and as far south as Bayonne and St Jean de
Luz, was about to begin.

The Navy sent troop ships and four
requisitioned liners to St Nazaire to
bring 67,700 troops, including a large
contingent of RAF ground staff, home.
The liner Lancastria, vastly overloaded,
reputedly with almost 7,000 people on
board, was bombed. It capsized and sank
in the Loire estuary. The Luftwaffe strafed
survivors and dropped flares to set fire to
others in the oil covered sea.
All told, around 3,500 men, women and
children died. It was one of the worst

British losses of life at sea of the Second
World War.
Operation Aerial was however, overall
another great, but mostly unheralded,
success. Between 15th to the 25th
June 1940 almost 192,000 troops and
more than 30,000 French civilians were
brought back safely to the UK.
Over the whole period covering Dunkirk
(Operation Dynamo,) Operation Circle
and Operation Aerial, the RAF lost 1,226

men killed and over 66,000 British and
Commonwealth troops were captured,
killed or injured.
Some of the operations could have
continued to bring back more equipment
but, remarkably, 4,739 vehicles and guns
were recovered along with 32,000 tons
of ammunition.

More importantly,
an astounding grand
total of 558,000
troops made it back
to England.
Issue 2 Summer 2020 imprint 11

VE & VJ DAY 1995

VE & VJ DAY 1995

VEDAY

THE
NATION
GIVES
THANKS

The Tribute and
Promise Procession,
19th August 1995

May the 8th, 2020 was to
be the day that our nation
remembered the celebrations
of VE day 1945 and the toil,
sacrifice and anguish caused by
the war in Europe.
But it was a different kind of
world war that put a damper
of many public celebrations. A
war fought against Coronavirus
by doctors and nurses and
care workers and marked by
the appalling loss of so many
innocent lives.
IMPS members were ‘locked
down’ instead of marking the
sacrifice and bravery of those
who defeated the Nazis and
their cohorts. So we thought
we would revisit a day when
IMPS really showed the nation
how to put on a show!
Tony Lawrence, former
chairman and other IMPS
members, played a leading
role in the 50th anniversary
of the end of the war and
here he recounts how our club
‘gave thanks’.
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Eventually the time came to set off. The
outside temperature was in the 80’s but
everybody managed to pull away when
required. We processed out of Constitution
Hill around the Queen Victoria Memorial in
front of Buckingham Palace and then headed
up the Mall. The crowds were enormous,
noisy and very good natured.
Her Majesty suddenly perked up and pulled
her chair forward to get a better look as
the Austin Tilly passed by and all the Royal
party seemed to be most interested in our
vehicles. We passed slowly up the Mall at
walking pace watching the crowds… and our
temperature gauges!

75 Years since the end of WWII

Tony Lawrence

veterans and other personalities
including Dame Vera Lynn who happily
chatted with us.

“It all began in March 1995 when I
was Chairman and was contacted by
a member who passed on a request
from an organisation called ‘Tribute
and Promise’, which appeared to be a
gathering together of various service
charities and veteran groups, regarding
providing our club services. It all seemed
fairly low key and fairly irrelevant to the
forthcoming VE Day events.
The Club provided some vehicles for a
National Trust photoshoot at Chartwell but
it seemed as though we had missed out on
the “big event” that was to take place in
Hyde Park on May 5th.
In mid-May IMPS ran its second London
to Brighton road run and we had some
last minute observers from the Tribute
and Promise team – not just anybody but
Dominic Reid (who organised the Lord
Mayors Show), Brigadier Doug Cantley
(who was more used to running an
Armoured Brigade) and a serving Army
general. It dawned on the IMPS committee
that all the press mention regarding
veterans marchpasts in London, services
outside Buckingham Palace and other
happenings that were being planned for
August 19th, VJ Day, would also involve
our Club in a very high profile way.
We put requests for participants
and had a superb response but we still
did not know what the organisers
actually required.

We worked out what type and what
numbers of vehicles were required such
as 50 jeeps for 50 years of Peace, each
carrying a Chelsea Pensioner, examples
of tanks (Shermans and Stuarts), half
tracks, armoured cars, light trucks, medium
trucks, heavy trucks, amphibious vehicles,
RAF vehicles, 20 plus motorcycles and
to lead the military vehicles, an Austin
Tilly marked as the vehicle that Princess
Elizabeth worked on. In total 137 military
vehicles mainly representing British and
Commonwealth forces.
The day finally arrived. It was blisteringly
hot and vehicles from all over the
country began to arrive. Gradually the
groups were sorted out, and then each
group was escorted by police down
Park Lane (completely closed to traffic)
to reform up in Constitution Hill in
parade position. Our complement of

That evening, we mixed with the great and
good, nibbling and drinking until the time
came for the Prime Minister (John Major)
and Dame Vera Lynn to launch the firework
display along the River Thames.
But, all good things come to an end and we
left the Tower at about 10pm.
We finally collected the jeep from Richmond
and drove back home to Redhill at about
midnight. It was still so warm we had the
roof down, driving in our best clothes waving
to the many people still around.

It was, truly, a night
to remember!”
And so IMPS members,
we look forward to
paying Tribute and
Promise ‘fully’ once
again in the not too
distant future. Indeed…
“We Will Meet Again”

As we passed through Admiralty Arch we
turned left into Cockspur Street and then
up to Pall Mall to proceed back to Hyde
Park Corner. The Stuart tanks had no escort
and so just drove through all the traffic
until some taxi drivers saw what was
happening and provided an escort to get
them back to their low loaders in Hyde
Park – all in all, a most
interesting experience!
Throughout it all there
was a magnificent
atmosphere, among
both the general public
and motorists.

Her Majesty suddenly
perked up and pulled
her chair forward to
get a better look as the
Austin Tilly passed by.
Chelsea Pensioners was introduced and
climbed in their jeeps for the parade.
We then had to wait for a couple of
hours while the service was conducted
in front of Buckingham Palace but we
were surrounded by tourists, dignitaries,
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THE TILLY

THE TILLY
ne of the few Standard Tilly
WW2 utilities left in the
world has arrived safely back
in the UK after a three month voyage
from Australia.

O

IMPS Treasurer Roger Stone is now beginning
a painstaking recommissioning of his
remarkably original 1943 Tilly UV, one of a
batch of several hundred sent to Australia.
The Standard, chassis number with its

matching engine number, was ‘demobbed’
from the Australian Army in 1947. It was
bought by a family business based 50 miles
North of Melbourne and used as a delivery
vehicle until 1980.

ard Tilly s
d
n
h
a
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d home fr
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ip

OZ

Neil Huband
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Rare
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THE TILLY
FROM
DOWN
UNDER

The son of the owner took it over and began
a thorough 600 hour restoration. It was used
as a show vehicle for some years and took
part in annual Anzac Day parades. ‘Off Duty’
the Tilly carried the family’s children - their
nickname for it was’ Little Bussy’ - around and
occasionally, it was also used as a ‘shooting
brake’ by the family, a kangaroo hunting
vehicle! It was laid up 10 years ago and
finally sold to a dealer in 2019.
For some years Roger Stone has owned Willys
MBs and has taken his favourite, ‘Jeanie’
to many events in Normandy and
of course, Haillicourt. After
owning three jeeps, why
change to a Tilly?
“Well I really
enjoyed
owning and
driving my
Jeeps but
I have
always
wanted
to own
a British
WW2
vehicle.
The trouble
is there are
not many about
and there are few
that you can keep in a

domestic garage so a Tilly was the
natural choice,” said Roger.
“I have always
wanted to attend
the anniversary
celebrations at
Dunkirk where
my father-inlaw fought and
was captured
in 1940 and the
Tilly qualifies for the
parade on account of
its rarity. My ambition is to
take it to Dunkirk for the next big
anniversary event as well as Normandy and
hopefully, Haillicourt too.”

There are only 41 Standard
Tillys that we know about
left in the world.
Roger bought the Tilly, along with a large
collection of spares, last November and shared
a container with a fellow military vehicle
enthusiast. The ship carrying the container
arrived at Southampton in March and Roger
trailered the Tilly 100 miles back home to
the Cotswolds.
“I am delighted with the Tilly and I am very
grateful to John Simpson of The Tilly Register
and Tony Lawrence of IMPS who helped to
verify the vehicle and get all the paperwork
ready for its UK registration”.
Meanwhile Tilly Register Founder, John
Simpson said he was very pleased to see
Roger’s rare vehicle ‘repatriated’.
“There are only 41 Standard Tillys that we
know about left in the world and with ‘losing’
vehicles to Holland and Belgium, we are very
pleased to see one come home. Also it’s pretty
rare to bring one back from so far away!”
“Standard Tillys are the second rarest – behind
the Morris Tilly, then comes the Hillman
and Austins make up the largest number,
unsurprising really, since they made about
25,000 of them,” he said.
It’s thought there are now only 320 Tillys left
in the world today.
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EVENTS

AA COMMEMORATIVE LONDON TO HASTINGS
ROAD RUN – THE PHANTOM RUN

The Sevenoaks to
Hastings Military Road
Run was supposed to take
place on 19th April. Sadly as we
all know it couldn’t take place.
However you all contributed
generously, which along with
Gift Aid,made a handsome
contribution to Combat Stress
of £1087.50.
We’ll see if there’s a chance of
holding the Road Run later this
year and let you know if it
is possible.
Here is the letter of thanks
from Combat Stress.
Well done everyone.
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GUY QUAD ANT TRACTOR

GUY QUAD ANT TRACTOR

MY MISSION TO RETRACE
MY FATHER’S FOOTSTEPS
DURING THE BATTLE
OF FRANCE

James Baxter

Acting Captain Ronald Baxter, Commander
F Troop, Field Regiment, Royal Artillery,
left Southampton for Le Havre in February
1940 to join the British Expeditionary
Force. It was a long five years before he
came home!
His son, James Baxter is now planning
to retrace his father’s route in the days
leading up to his capture as he fought to
protect Dunkirk.
“The Franco British armies’ plan in the
event of the German invasion of Belgium
was to take up positions on the river
Dyle, where they would stop the Germans
in their tracks. However, as we know,
the plan was thwarted by the Germans
penetrating the French front line at Sedan,
and then swinging towards the coast,
cutting off the BEF.
My father wrote an account of his
involvement in this campaign, from the
10th May to the 30th May when he was
captured and spent the next 5 years as a
POW (which included a brief escape from
one of his POW camps).
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Lieutenant Ronald Baxter, Troop Commander ‘F’ Troop.
367 Battery 140th Field Regiment Royal Artillery
10th May to 30th May 1940

His story encompasses the advance
into Belgium, the establishment of gun
positions on the river Dyle, the sudden
order to withdraw before firing a shot, and
the subsequent drive back towards Dunkirk.
It includes details of the two occasions
when he went into action, of being dive
bombed, of chasing 5th columnists,
meeting fleeing refugees, getting lost in
Brussels, arguments in the street with a
senior British officer and the loss of a great
friend killed by enemy fire.
His last days in action were in the town of
Cassel trying to delay the German advance
on Dunkirk, where his troop were firing over
open sights at the oncoming German tanks,
and culminating in his capture following
a night skirmish with the German troops
surrounding the town.
He had under his command a troop of
four, First World War vintage, 18 pounder
field guns, towed by Guy Quad Ant gun
tractors, with ammunition limbers. In
addition, were two gun-tractors each
towing two ammunition limbers. His own
vehicle would have been an 8 cwt Morris

His story encompasses the advance
into Belgium, the establishment of
gun positions on the river Dyle, the
sudden order to withdraw before
firing a shot, and the subsequent
drive back towards Dunkirk.
Commercial PU truck fitted
with a No 11 wireless set, and
the rest of the troop would
have comprised various 15
cwt trucks for the Troop
Leader, Gun Position
Officer Royal Signals
detachment, mess and
stores.
Last year the
Municipality of
Dunkerque, again
invited IMPS, through
the auspices of the War
& Peace Display Team,
to bring a number of 1940
period British army vehicles,
along with appropriately attired
crews, to take part in their five
yearly, week long, commemorations of
the evacuation. This prompted me to think
about my father’s wartime experiences,
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GUY QUAD ANT TRACTOR

An additional factor which inspired me to make
this additional ‘pilgrimage’, was the arrival on
the MV scene, two or three years ago, of a
1940 Guy Quad Ant gun tractor, complete with
limber and 18 pounder gun.

So, here was Mr Jones in possession of
the very gun tractor, limber and gun
that, along with 3 others, made up my
Father’s troop in 1940. The British Army,
having lost almost all of its Guy gun
tractors and 18 pounder guns in the BEF
campaign, did not use them again after
1940, so this was a very rare find.

and in particular to see whether I might
be able to extend my stay in France
with a tour following in his footsteps.
An additional factor which inspired me
to make this additional ‘pilgrimage’,
was the arrival on the MV scene, two
or three years ago, of a 1940 Guy Quad
Ant gun tractor, complete with limber
and 18 pounder gun, acquired by a long
standing friend, Tobin Jones.
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Amazingly Tobin leapt at the idea, so we
discussed the route, and were about to
do a recce trip in April when COVID 19
struck, and everything was cancelled.
The municipality of Dunkirk, however,
have told us that they intend to hold
the commemorations in May next year,
so all being well, IMPS will return and
we will be able to do the battlefield
tour after all.

Surrey
Area
Report
Area Report for
UNIVERSAL
JEEP
SUPPLIES
Autumn Imprint
Surrey section

MARSH FARM, STATION LANE, MILFORD, SURREY, GU8 5AE

HILL 112
uni

...keeping the nation’s Jeeps meeting again!

Well the end of the year will soon beBy
with
us, and
it time to
put away
Brian
Seddon,
Surrey
Area Secretary - IMPS 3130
the green machines for the winter (unless you are using it on the
Frostbite run). Surrey has been very quiet this year, in terms of local
IMPS 2019 Normandy ‘D’ Day 75th Anniversary Tour kicked off the core summer events and display season. Often one was hard put
events. Some have changed a lot since previous years, and most of us
to choose
whichthem
to support.
The
‘Big’
events
forseems
Surrey
Area
of course the Capel Show, War & Peace Revival, Combined Ops and
don’t attend
any more.
The
Capel
show
to be
thewere
one most
Biggin
Hill
Festival
of
Flight.
W
&
PR
started
dusty
and
blazing
hot,
culminating on Thursday 25th July with the hottest ever recorded
visited by Surrey members, and of course now that the War and Peace
UKshow
temperature
a thunderstorm,
heavy rain and mud and puddles to end.
is back atfollowed
Beltring,rapidly
it’s a lotby
less
journey for some.
THE HIGHEST QUALITY PARTS
Combined
Ops onat10th/11th
Augusthas
wasdropped
scotched
an unseasonable
storm which bought high strength gusty winds and rain
The attendance
Surrey meetings
offby
a lot,
with many
tracking
the UK Friday
through
Sunday,
causing
to be cancelled Saturday with
only a small&amount
of air
activity
of theacross
old campaigners
no longer
attending.
And
I haveall
noflying
idea why.
SERVICING
REPAIRS
TO
GPW on
& MB
Sunday.
IMPS
parades on
andthe
battle
reenactments
in
the
marquee
I believe
thatmilitary
with thevehicle
new personnel
board
creating this provided a visitor focus. The evening entertainment
PICKED UP AND DELIVERED
wasmagazine,
a welcomethe
high
point. newsletter and the website, that members
informative
no longer need to attend local meetings unless it is to see friends.
FULLY STAFFED WORKSHOP NEAR M25
Also in the marquee on Saturday night the second leg of my Serviceman’s Charity raffle was run, the
first40
legYEARS
being at OF
the EXPERIENCE
Normandy
WITH
As from
next year,
I will be
think I have
been and
in this
long enough.
(Brian)
Welcome
meeting.
Thanks
to standing
the hard down
work as
of IMalcolm
Dunlop
hispost
‘helpers’
around Edward
500 tickets
wereSeddon
sold. will be taking
over, from the first of January. I will let him decide if there will be a January meeting as it is due on New Years
day. So
please watch
theSOLD
JEEPS
BOUGHT
AND
December
newsletter
for
information.
IMPS Lynne Tatum did the cash count and reported the combined total had hit £900. Two Charities would benefit to the tune of £450

each - marvellous.

Surrey for very many years has supported the Godstone British Legion branch with help in selling poppies. This year over eight hours
two weekends
we6th
managed
raise over
which
is amy
new
record
forcomprising
us and much
the delight
the Godstone
branch.
My covering
Surrey Area
Meeting on
Augusttoenjoyed
14£2.500,
attendees
with
quiz
prizes
7 to
DVD’s
and 7ofbooks
on military

subjects. The reason for “Seddons 7” was the following day, the 7th, was my 76th birtday and no, before you ask, I didn’t hear 76
This only leaves me to say THANK YOU to all those members who have supported me over the years as their area secretary. I wish
trombones. Next meetSEAL
is scheduled for Tuesday 3rdPARTS
September, the anniversary
of the declaration 01483
of war in 1939860403
- lets hope my
· SERVICE
Brian the best of wishes for hisTESTED
stepping into the roll. I doubt if·heSALES
will ever beat
my best turnout of 54
at one meeting, but I sincerely
gathering
is
more
peaceful!
Venue
RAFA
Portcullis
Club,
far
end
of
Victor
Beamish
Avenue,
off
Salmons
Lane
West,
Caterham Hill OFFICIAL
UK
DEALER
&
EXCEPTIONAL
RESTORATIONS
info@universaljeepsupplies.co.uk
hope that he gets near to it.
post code for sat navs, CR3 5LT.
SHOP ONLINE WITH NEXT DAY DELIVERY · WWW.UNIVERSALJEEPSUPPLIES.CO.UK
Again thanks to you all, it has been fun and I enjoyed every moment of it. Merry Christmas and please have a safe New year.

Andy Neal.

HILL

112
Rommel stated that “ He who
controls Hill 112, controls
Normandy”. Six crack SS Panzer
divisions held the Hill.

That was the challenge facing British forces
of Hill 112 during June, July and August
1944. A brutal and ferocious struggle faced
the men of the 43rd Wessex, 53rd Welsh,
15th Scottish and 11th Armoured Divisions.
It claimed over 7000 Allied lives in ten
long weeks of grinding conflict; repeatedly
gaining and losing ground until the Germans
depleted of men and vehicles withdrew
shattered. The 53rd Welsh Division took
the Hill on 4 August. They opened the door
to the US forces so they could drive south
into the heart of France, the first major
breakthrough in the D – Day campaign.

THE
GATEWAY
TO
NORMANDY
of Wessex. More recently a 25 pounder
field gun, brought by Ben Oostra has
been added to the site.
Working with The Odon Côte
112 Association, The Foundation
continues Albert’s work with
the goal to build a viewing
platform to see the city of Caen. A
documentary film has been produced
to communicate the reality of Hill 112 and
its story by award winning Peter Williams
and is due to be premiered later this year.
In 2014 Albert Figg was awarded the
Chevalier de la Legion d’Honneur, the
highest decoration France can bestow on
an individual.

He who controls Hill 112,
controls Normandy.
Rommel

Your donations are welcome.
www.thehill112.com

The late Albert Figg, a Sergeant Gunner
112th Field Regiment was determined that
the sacrifice of his fellow warriors should
never fade. He established The Hill 112
Foundation Memorial to commemorate
their bravery and struggle. It is supported
by His Royal Highness,The Earl of Wessex’s
Patronage. Education is at the heart of its
purpose, building awareness of the horrors
and cost of war while championing the
relentless cause of peace.
The Foundation is entirely dependent on
the generosity of its donors and remains
so. In 2000 a World War Two Churchill Tank
(supported by IMPS) was installed on the
Hill in memory of the tank crews who died,
many burnt alive within their machines.
A statue of an infantryman, donated by
Michael Whitely, was established along
with 112 trees representing a Maltese
Cross with four Avenues of Remembrance.
The statue of the infantryman was
relocated in 2017 at the centre of the site
and was unveiled by His Highness The Earl
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The Invicta Military Vehicle Preservation Society

The Invicta Military Vehicle Preservation Society
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EVENT

EVENT

VE DAY

Thank you everyone for all the fantastic photos of your
VE Day - 8 May 2020. Extraordinarily we received over
130 pictures from 75 IMPs members to celebrate the
75th VE day. Too many to fit on these pages so here's
a small selection of vehicles, flags, tea and scones.
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CHEVROLET

CHEVROLET

CHEVROLET
C8a-MACH-ZL

Shipping and import progressed very
smoothly and HUP was delivered to
Surrey in July 2018. The aim was to take
it on the IMPS Normandy 75th tour, so
my task was to assess, repair, restore and
register it. The vehicle was in
very good condition
with little
corrosion,
but required
a repaint and
a range of
mechanical
repairs. The
latter works
were completed
in the spring
of 2018 and
included
extensive brake
works, a new loom
made in Australia
and a myriad of smaller
repairs. Thanks to Andy

Beevors for essential help with the rewire and to Messrs Baxter and Gosling
for assisting with the repaint in a shade
stocked by WarPaint as Gosling Brown.
Registered for the road with the
assistance of IMPS DVLA guru, Tony
Lawrence, the first test run was to Box
Hill with James’s HUP running in tandem
as back-up. All went well and the ZL was
ready for Normandy.
The 75th IMPS Tour was a great success
and we took part in the various tours and
the Bayeux and Port-en-Bessin parades
without any problems. Separately, I had
arranged with the Canadian Juno Beach
Centre to display several of the IMPS
tour’s Canadian vehicles for a day at the
museum. This was a unique opportunity
to park in the centre’s forecourt and to
meet many of the Canadian families
who had travelled to Europe for the
commemorations.

John Corden

Blame it on James Baxter. I’ve heard that
said many times over the years, but on
this occasion, it’s true. I first travelled
in James and Annie’s well-known HUP
(Heavy Utility Personel) while on the
65th Anniversary Tour of Guernsey.
I was there with my daughter in our
Jeep, but were offered a lift and what a
revelation on a cold, dreary day. The HUP
is a sociable vehicle with room for six,
is a little different (as they were built
by Chevrolet of Canada) and stands out
from the usual. I was hooked, but where
could I find one?
That was in 2010 and so commenced the
search to find one of the more sought
after WWII vehicles. I came very close to
buying a HUW (Heavy Utility Wireless)
in 2011, but it has a cab separated
from the rear body by a solid bulkhead
so misses out on the sociable aspect I
like about the HUP. I kept looking, but
to no avail, and as an interim bought
a Canadian Chevrolet C60s Wrecker
from the Netherlands. Great fun to
drive, especially seeing the expressions
on driver’s faces when they meet it on
narrow lanes, but it’s not a HUP.
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Then in the spring of 2018 I was perusing
MILWEB, as you do, and saw a HUP for
sale in Canada. The following day I was
at Bovington with Messrs Baxter, Gosling
and mentioned the advert, idly saying it
would be good if we jointly brought it
to UK. They immediately agreed and the
plan was put into effect: James Baxter
dealt with the shipping and import, James
Gosling liaised with the Canadian vendor
and I agreed to undertake the necessary
works to get it registered in UK.
This particular HUP is the very rare 1943
ZL model, which meant it was a mobile
RCEME radio and instrument repair
workshop. The short run of ZLs were built
as standard C8as on the Chevrolet line at
Oshawa, Ontario and then transported
to Chrysler of Canada for fitting out with
workbenches, storage cupboards and a full
range of specialist tools and equipment.
This resulted in a very compact workshop
with limited personnel space. At some
time in its history, our ZL had had all the
rear internal fittings removed and this
resulted in an empty rear body. This suited
our purposes, as we wanted to add rear
seats and set it up to take six people.

The short run of ZLs were built as
standard C8as on the Chevrolet line at
Oshawa, Ontario and then transported to Chrysler
of Canada for fitting out with workbenches,
storage cupboards and a full range of specialist
tools and equipment.
Back in the UK and getting ready for
the usual Goodwood Revival activities
with the Jeep; we were also invited to
take the HUP and participate with a
wide range of other WWII vehicles for
circuit parades at this famous event.
The 2019 Revival gloried in perfect
weather and the HUP ZL joined James
Baxter’s HUP and Michael Burne’s
HUC to make the spectacle of three
Chevrolet C8 all in one place.
As we languish in 2020 with the
vehicles in lockdown, I can look back
at the Revival as the perfect end for a
momentous first year with this HUP.
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ARMOURED ENGINEERING

CHELMSFORD
MILITARIA FAIR
The Premier Indoor
Militaria Fair in Essex

Hamptons Sports & Leisure (Marconi Social)
Tydemans, Chelmsford, Essex CM2 9FH

SUNDAY 19TH JAN
SUNDAY 29TH
MAR
15
SUNDAY 17TH MAY
SUNDAY 20TH SEPT
SUNDAY 25TH OCT
SUNDAY 29TH NOV
Time: 10.00am – 2.00pm
Public Admission £2.50
Traders – 6ft Table £25.00 in advance
info: www.chelmsfordmilitaria.com
Email: fairs@chelmsfordmilitaria.com
Tel: James on 07595 511981
Deactivated weapons, magazines, inert
ammo, and other weapon accessories
available on www.chelmsfordmilitaria.com
mo_2020_a5_flyer.indd 2

26/10/2019 13:56:42

CHATHAM

BROMLEY

STILL THE ORIGINAL..

..STILL THE BEST

www.chathammiltariafairs.co.uk
Events Team – James on: 07595 511981
email: james@chathammilitariafairs.co.uk

2020 MILITARY
COLLECTORS FAIRS

CIVIC CENTRE, KENTISH WAY
BROMLEY, KENT BR1 3UH

2020 FAIR DATES

12 JAN, 9 FEB, 8 MAR,
19 APR, 10 MAY, 14 JUNE,
12 JULY, 9 AUG, 13 SEPT,
11 OCT, 8 NOV, 13 DEC

2nd Sunday

TRADER PITCH £50.00

SUNDAY 26TH JAN
SUNDAY 12TH APR
SUNDAY 28TH JUN
SUNDAY 16TH AUG
SUNDAY 18TH OCT
SUNDAY 20TH DEC

EVERY Month

*

*Except April

ADMISSION £4.00
S O U T H

o f

7.00am to 2.00pm

E N G L A N D

MILITARIA

Trade from 5.30am to 7.30am

ARMS & ARMOUR FAIRS

THE HISTORIC DOCKYARD CHATHAM KENT ME4 4TZ
•

•

•

Time: 9.30am – 1.30pm
Public 9.30–10.30 = £4.00
Admission 10.30–1pm = £2.00
Traders – 6ft Table £30.00 in advance
£35.00 on day
info: www.bromleymilitariafairs.co.uk
Email: james@bromleymilitariafairs.co.uk
Tel: James on 07595 511981
mo_2020_a5_flyer.indd 2

26/10/2019 13:56:42

Open Morning at

ARMOURED
ENGINEERING
Ross Savage

It’s always fun to go and have a
look at somebody else’s workshop
and see how things are done. So,
the IMPS members at Armoured
Engineering decided to throw
their doors open on Saturday 29th
February to invite fellow IMPS
members to see their facilities.

Based on a small industrial site at
Sycamore Farm Romney Marsh Kent, they
have a very nice large industrial unit with a
small office and plenty of room to work on
client’s vehicles. Most of the work is carried
out on site but when a very specialist skill
is required this can be farmed out to their
many engineering contacts.

Pride of place in the workshop currently goes to a
Sherman M4A4 (SHERMAN 5), which has had a complete
rebuild including the Multibank Chrysler engine.

Pride of place in the workshop currently
goes to a Sherman M4A4 (SHERMAN 5),
which has had a complete rebuild including
the Multibank Chrysler engine, a feat in
its own right. This engine consists of five
6-cylinder engines bolted together with
five times everything that constitutes a
conventional engine; 30 cylinders with a cc
of 1,253 each, now that’s a big engine.
At 11:00 hours the engine was started
with a great roar from the exhausts and
continued to run for 15 mins. On tick
over it sounded like a pussy cat but once
the throttles were opened it sounded like
the roar of 5 lions.
In addition, the team are also working on
a Sabre which is part of the CVRT family

which started off their lives as Scorpions
but were later fitted with a turret from a
Fox to give a slightly lower profile. Fitted
with the Jaguar J60 4.2 litre 6-cylinder
petrol engine these light tanks had a good
turn of speed.
As always, the morning came to an end
far too quickly, but I would like to thank
Gavin Barlow and his team from the 30
IMPS members who attended, for their
hospitality and allowing us to look around
their facilities.
Armoured Engineering work mainly on
heavy vehicles and armour and are always
pleased to speak to potential clients
about their requirements.
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NEWS

HIGHWAY PATROL

There is not much news from the Federation but as usual,
the major articles that apply to us are copied from the
FBHVC Newsletters to ensure accuracy and credit to the
authors but the complete Newsletters are also available to
download and read on the FBHVC website, where there are
many articles for anyone interested in classic vehicles.
Keep safe out there.

Tyres

Allan Ede

The latest news is that the Federation
continues to monitor the proposed
’10-year tyre ban’ for commercial vehicle tyres but no more has been heard. They
will continue to work to find out the Government’s decision on a way forward
but believe, with the size and scale of the various transport and environmental
schemes being considered, the ‘tyres’ proposal is somewhere near the bottom of
the priority list and may remain there for some time.

E10 Fuels Consultation: FBHVC Position Statement
Dave Daniel
In March the Government published a
consultation on proposals to introduce E10 petrol
as the standard for fuel across the UK. The lead
proposal would introduce a minimum ethanol
content of 5.5% for standard ‘premium’ fuels in
2021, whilst - and this is important for historic
vehicles - maintaining the current E5 blend in the
‘protection’ grade.
The consultation seeks views on the proposed
mechanism, definitions, and derogations. It also
includes a call for evidence on potential changes
required to existing policy mechanisms (including
targets under the Renewable Transport Fuel
Obligation) following an introduction of E10.
The consultation will run for six weeks, closing on
19th April and the FBHVC have received a formal
invitation to participate in the consultation and
have confirmed our intention to do so.
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The reasons given for considering the
introduction of a standard of fuel containing
up to 10 per cent bioethanol centre around
attempts to make significant savings on carbon
emissions as the government makes attempts
to meet its climate change targets.
Typically, fuel companies currently blend
petrol with up to 5% bioethanol and diesel
with 7% biodiesel. The government have a
target to ensure that 9.75% of all transport
fuels must come from renewable sources by
the end of this year under their “Renewable
Transport Fuel Obligation”. The government
believe that a move to standardising E10 fuel
will be equivalent to taking 350,000 cars off the
road each year. The Department of Transport
estimates that this may cut CO2 emissions for
transport by 750,000 tonnes per year.

across Europe. E10 petrol is used
E10 is of concern to historic vehicle
elsewhere on the continent and is
owners because it may cause some flexible
particularly prevalent in France and
fuel hoses, seals, gaskets, plastics, and
Germany, where it is also offered
certain metals critical to the fuel system
alongside E5 grades.
to corrode or degrade. This may cause
damage to fuel pumps, carburettors, seals
Sir Greg Knight, Conservative MP for East
on injectors, pressure regulators and fuel
Yorkshire has raised the issue of damaged
tanks that are not resistant to ethanol.
that will be caused to
The bioethanol may
historic vehicles with
also dislodge particles
E10 is of concern
the Government.
on older fuel systems
to historic vehicle owners He received the
causing blockages.
because it may cause
following response
There are other
from Rachel Maclean,
some
flexible
fuel
hoses,
challenges facing
Parliamentary
the roll-out of E10
seals, gaskets, plastics,
Under-Secretary
fuel aside from
and certain metals critical (Department for
compatibility
Transport):
to the fuel system to
not least that we
corrode or degrade.
understand that the
“Increasing the
only UK refinery
share of bioethanol
for the additive has closed and the
in petrol by blending up to 10 per cent,
environmental costs of shipping additives
known as E10, could provide significant
from other parts of the world negates any
carbon savings, helping us meet our
environmental benefit.
climate change commitments. One of
the main barriers to introducing E10 has
The Federation note that the government,
been vehicle compatibility. Currently,
in previous consultations on the matter,
around 95% of petrol cars used in the UK
have recognised that historic and cherished
can use E10, but around 700,000 are not
vehicles are not advised to use fuel with
warranted by their manufacturers to use
these proposed levels of bioethanol. The
E10. This number is expected to decrease
Federation has also advised in previous
as vehicles come to the end of their life.
consultations of the requirement to run
However, some classic and cherished
an alternative ‘protection grade’ alongside
vehicles that are not advised to use E10
E10 for historic vehicles and we will seek
will remain in use.
to reinforce that standpoint in this latest
consultation. The Federation will also seek
The prolonged use of E10 fuel in those
reassurance that historic vehicle owners
older and classic vehicles not under
will not be financially penalised at the
manufacturer warranty can cause
pump when purchasing protection grade
corrosion of some rubbers and alloys
fuel and that its availability will not be
used in the engine and fuel systems. For
time limited.
those vehicles, the Department remains
committed to ensuring that E5 is retained
In September 2019, compulsory fuel
as a protection grade, if E10
labelling was introduced to ensure
is introduced.”
that consumers were informed of the
contents of the fuel they were using
The FBHVC will be consulting with all
on the forecourts, their environmental
interested parties and our member
impact and a fuel’s suitability for a
organisations prior to making our
particular vehicle. It required a new set
submission to the E10 consultation by
of fuel labels which were harmonised
the deadline.

NEWS

Driving Abroad Post Brexit
Now that the UK leaving the EU
is a certainty, what are the likely
consequences for driving on the
Continent?
While, it is still too early, and nothing in
legislation or rules are set in stone but,
below, is the current best guess.
A recent update has been provided on
gov.uk entitled ‘Driving in the EU from 1st
January 2021’ and can be viewed on the
FBHVC website (Published: 11/03/2020)
via the following link:
www.fbhvc.co.uk/news/article/drivingin-the-eu-from-1-january-2021
We would advise all members to read
this document carefully before planning
the next trip across the Channel.
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BATTLE OF BRITAIN

BATTLE OF BRITAIN

PREPARING
FOR THE
BATTLE OF
BRITAIN
Neil Huband

The 10th July
will mark the 80th
anniversary of the beginning of
the Battle of Britain, perhaps
the most crucial military action
of the Second World War in the
minds of many Britons.
After the fall of France, Hitler is said to
have expected Britain to quickly seek
a peace settlement and even as the
little ships set out for Dunkirk, against
the wishes of Churchill, Lord Halifax
was talking to the ‘go-between’ Italian
Ambassador about the possible terms
for a deal with Germany.

Aircrew however, were more difficult to
replace. Not before time, the Government
realised the importance of the existing
cadet force as source of aircrew and began
to set up the new Air Training Corps.

installations and military railways were
built near arms storage dumps, none
appeared on the maps. Signposts and
milestones had already been removed to
foil potential invaders!

While all this procurement was happening,
a small group of RAF officers and civil
servants were looking at how to help and
rescue pilots who were shot down, over
enemy territory or over the sea.

Albeit belatedly, the country was
becoming better
prepared
as the
Battle of
Britain
got
under
way.

At the same time, however, the Nazis
were preparing Operation Sea Lion, the
planned invasion of Britain. It would
rely upon a massive onslaught by the
Luftwaffe.
However for several years a chain of
radar stations had been established
along the South and East Coasts.
These sets of 300 foot high masts and
receiving bases were linked to Bentley
Priory, in North London, the command
centre of the world’s first real Air
Defence System. Called the Dowding
System, the ability of the RAF to pick
up enemy planes 80 miles out was key
to defeating the Luftwaffe.

RAF Heliograph
and escape map

Ditching whistle

Battle of Britain
perhaps the most crucial
military action of the
Second World War in the
minds of many Britons.
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The irony was that the use of radio
waves to detect aircraft was a
German invention!
In May 1940 Churchill appointed
Lord Beaverbrook as Minister for
Aircraft Production and before long,
Britain was producing two and half
times as many fighters as Germany.
The RAF, having lost enough
vehicles and equipment in
France to support at least five
squadrons of fighters and two
bomber squadrons, was ordering
new trucks, Tillys, bowsers, fire
engines, bomb trailers and
tractors and much more. The
number of anti aircraft units
were doubled to cover all the
new airfields being built.

New air sea rescue launches were
commissioned, ditching whistles, Mae
Wests and rubber dinghy production
was doubled and aircrew were given new
escape equipment. It included tiny button
sized compasses to sew into their uniforms
along with double sided printed silk maps
and tiny heliographs for signalling.
New maps were ordered for the whole of
Britain but although many new airfields,
and relief landing grounds, (RLGs), army
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PORT EN BESSIN

PORT EN BESSIN

PORT EN BESSIN

Port-en-Bessin in June 1944 was on the
western fringe of Gold Beach and the
eastern fringe of Omaha Beach.

Normandy’s ‘gas station’

Those who have visited Normandy will
know of the attack launched by 47 Royal
Marine Commando, who landed on Gold
Beach on ‘D’ Day and struck out nine
miles to the south west. (This task was
designated Operation Aubery.)
Supported by a naval bombardment, 47
Commando opened fire at 16.00 on 7th
June and after a fierce battle, captured Port
en Bessin 24 hours later.
Why, then, was there such a focus on this
small French fishing port?

I
Brian Seddon
Conseil Régional de Basse-Normandie /
National Archives USA

The Overlord planners knew they could not
build the ‘pipeline under the ocean’ before
the invasion had established a strong and
stable bridgehead.

n 1942 a small group of senior British commanders asked ‘how on
earth do we get enough fuel into northern France for the biggest
invasion force the world has ever seen?’

So how did Port-en-Bessin fit in? Well it
was indeed a fuel delivery point but the
source of the fuel was not via a pipeline

Conseil Régional de Basse-Normandie /
National Archives USA

Large tankers would anchor about 1,000
yards outside the outer harbour and smaller
vessels inside. The vessels would haul up
a flexible connection to a large pipe on
the sea bed and connect up to their own
onboard pumping gear. This was called the
‘Tombola system’.
The Americans set up an identical
arrangement a few miles further west at
St-Honorine-des-Pertes.

On ‘D’ Day itself British forces shipped
63,000 gallons of fuel ashore to move the
army off the beaches and strike inland.
As the build up of supplies continued this
fuel stockpile reached something in excess
of a million gallons. Usage of fuel was
around 1,000 tonnes a day and planners
had anticipated the vital need to set up the
supply chain to maintain the advance. Hence
the vital role ‘Tombola’ played before the
real PLUTO started ‘pumping gas’.
Port-en-Bessin would receive around 600
tonnes of fuel per hour from a tanker that
had ‘connected up’ and this was pumped
into storage tanks. Captured German
POW’s would be used to continually fill
Jerrycans that would then be transported
to the front line.

Cherbourg was eventually connected via four undersea pipelines via the
Isle of Wight to Southampton. However the system failed after a few days
and was promptly abandoned.
The third and final part of PLUTO was a series of 17 pipes between
Dungeness and Ambleteuse in the Pas de Calais.

It was Admiral Lord Louis Mountbatten who suggested piping petrol from England
to France under the sea and so Arthur Hartley, Chief Engineer of the Anglo-Iranian
Petroleum Company (the fore-runner of BP) was given the task of solving the problem.
Operation PLUTO, Pipeline Underwater Transport of Oil, (NOT Pipeline Under The
Ocean!) became a huge top secret research programme and when the Normandy
beaches were chosen for the invasion, two locations for supply pipelines coming into
the sea were chosen: Cherbourg - and as Brian Seddon explains - a tiny port held in
affection by so many IMPS members over the years, Port en Bessin.

from the south coast of England but it
came from tankers anchored outside the
harbour. The complete installation of
the necessary facility, including storage
tanks, took just 18 days from ‘D’ Day and
involved two seamless steel pipes running
along the sea bed each to a flexible pipe
marked by a buoy.

The code name for the Cherbourg installation was ‘Bambi’, Port en Bessin was
‘Tombola’ and the Dungeness pipelines to France went by the name of ‘Dumbo’.

Floating conundrum
to lay pipeline

By the end of the war over 170 million gallons of petrol passed through
the PLUTO system and Eisenhower said of PLUTO, that it was,
‘Second only in daring to the Mulberry Harbours!’

Fuel storage at Port en Bessin

Port-en-Bessin would receive around 600 tonnes
of fuel per hour from a tanker that had ‘connected
up’ and this was pumped into storage tanks.
Conseil Régional de Basse-Normandie/National Archives USA
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PHOTOGRAPHY

PHOTOGRAPHY

The second type of portrait
shot is the posed image. Here’s
Tip Number 4: Make them
look like Heroes!

The second tip is also easy;
Check your background!

2

PHOTOGRAPHING
MILITARY VEHICLES
& RE-ENACTMENT

A cluttered background
distracts from what you are trying show
in your image. It draws the eye away from
the main subject of the image. If you can
isolate your subject against something like
a wall or sky, then this helps keep the focus
on the subject. In my shot, taken at Lacock
at War, the motorbike is near a wall which
provides some background texture, but
doesn’t distract you from the bike itself.
Don’t forget these tips apply to portraits as
well as shots of vehicles.
How are we doing? Hopefully this is
making sense, so I’ll keep going.

Ian and Julie Marsh, Black Cloth Photography

When you reach for your
camera, decide what it is that
made you pick the camera
up and then build the image
around that.
Hello fellow IMPS members!
I would like to introduce Julie and myself
(Ian) as BlackCloth Photography. We
have recently joined IMPS in the hope of
meeting up with other members at shows
to photograph not just your vehicles, but
you along with them.
Some of you will know us from the Dig for
Victory show. We have photographed the
last three events and we look forward to
more photography at next year’s show.
As an introduction, I would love to pass on
some photography tips that I hope will help
when you are taking your own photographs
at events. Don’t worry, I’ve not included
anything technical, just some suggestions
to help you compose your images.
As in all art, a good photograph is in the
eye of the beholder. So the first tip is…
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1
Whatever it is that made you reach for the camera
should be the prominent and largest feature of the image. Make
it bold, make it stand out but make it clear what the photograph
is about. In Julie’s photograph of the BMW, the motorbike
stands proud. There’s no doubt what the image is about.

4

Tip number 3: You don’t
always need the whole
vehicle in the shot!

3

No, seriously, you don’t. Trust
me on this one. Sometimes
cropping the image in close can focus the
eye on the details.
Sometimes the details are what you are
interested in. I would also go so far to say
that the details can tell the story. Have
a look at the shot of the medics’s helmet
(see left). This was a jacket and a helmet
that were left in a vehicle. By colour
popping (getting rid of all the colours
except the reds), I’ve drawn the eye to
the red cross and the ‘big red one’ badge.
To me it tells a story; it’s a tribute to the
medics who faced the same dangers as
the other troops, but often without a way
to fight back.

Julie and I have studied a few WW2
propaganda posters to try to help us pose
people for portraits. The shot of the Royal
Marine Commandos was a posed shot with
three people (groups of three works well in
a photograph). The photograph is taken from
below so I can get the hero pose with the
strong jaw lines. The angle also cuts out the
show that was going on in the background.
The White Ensign helps complete the hero
poster and provides an inspirational focus.
Who wouldn’t want to fight alongside these
men? No? Ok, but you get the idea.
I hope these tips help you and I look
forward to seeing your photographs in
future editions of the magazine. When the
shows restart, and we approach you for a
photograph, please have a friendly chat with
us, let us work with you and we hope we can
get some great images for the magazine in
the future.

To finish off with I would like to talk a
little about portraits. These fall into two
categories for me. The first is a natural
pose where you spot someone doing
something interesting and you have to
act quickly to capture that image before
they move. I have two images to show
like this; the first is a US paratrooper
leaning against a jeep. This is a natural,
relaxed pose that I spotted at the Battle
of Britain show a few years ago. I asked
the paratrooper not to move whilst I
got the shot as the pose was just right,
but nothing else was posed. The second
example is the Lance Corporal fixing the
gun mounting. The look of concentration
and satisfaction is evident in his face.
This is one of my favourite images as it’s
someone just enjoying their hobby.
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MATCHLESS

MATCHLESS

MATCHLESS
THE MARQUE THAT RUNS
IN THE FAMILY!

“The seller couldn’t start it but I wasn’t
put off.,” said Neal. “Back in the seclusion
of my garage I could heave and sweat,
puff and pant, kick and swear all I liked,
but I knew I would start it….eventually!”
The Bike had been modified and repainted
as a civvy bike. Among other things, the
handlebars were wrong; the headlight was
from BSA and it was fitted with an Amal
275 carb instead of a larger 276.
But then, this ex-army bike was rather
special! It had been imported from Egypt
– where his father had been based all
those years ago!

The Bike had been
modified and repainted
as a civvy bike.
Among other things, the
handlebars were wrong;
the headlight was from
BSA and it was fitted
with an Amal 275 carb
instead of a larger 276.

It was right at the end of the Second World War
and just afterwards that keen motorcyclist,
Corporal Douglas Farrow of the Royal
Engineers, was sent to Alexandria in Egypt
helping to maintain vehicles that nowadays,
would make most of us drool over!
Most mornings ‘Dougal’ – for that was his
nickname – would be charged with starting
the donkey engines that in turn were used
to start the heavy trucks, many of which
were six volt.
There was also time to relax and as you
can see from the photos, motorbikes
sometimes featured in the high jinks!
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Neil Huband

The Matchless G3WO Despatch Rider
motorcycle Dougal is standing on,
was a common model to be found at
his depot.
After the war ‘Dougal’ settled down
got married and had two sons, Neal and
Matt and daughter Sharon, who is another
motorbike fan!
Neal Farrow got his first motorcycle
when he was 16 but he always hankered
after an older military bike. Then about
14 years ago, he spotted an ad: ‘Genuine
World War Two 1943 Matchless G3’

“It was the right bike at the right price
at the right time! The Bike had clearly
been through the motor transport
workshops. It was, and it is, something of
a mixture.” “After all, mechanics would
strip a machine down and rebuild it with
any compatible parts they had lying
around. Speed was of the essence and
machines had to be back on
the road asap.”
Overtime Neal
has restored
and improved
his Matchless,
finding the
correct carb,
a headlight
and flat
reeded
glass to give
it the look
of the period,

a rear mounted magneto platform and
correct tank badges, all the time keeping
its original patina. Following an engine
rebuild it has proved very reliable and
has been admired at quite a number of
shows, including War and Peace.
Meanwhile Neal’s
Brother, Matt, has
invested in a
Matchless
G3L, proudly
‘wearing its
uniform’ –
of course!
This was
the model
Matchless
developed
from the
G3WO.

Neal explained
its history:
“Jock West
obtained a
BMW equipped
with tele forks,
unseen and unheard
of before and it was
stripped and assessed by Matchless.
The firm had a remit from the War Office
to make a bike ‘that was lighter and faster
than existing machines and to make
repairs in the field easier’. The G3L was
the result of this exercise and bike became
the despatch riders’ favourite mount.”
But every time that Neal gets on his
G3WO it is a reminder of his father.
“Most of his large circle of friends
nicknamed him ‘Dougal’ and so I named
my Matchless ‘Dougal’ - in his honour.”
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Classic Military Vehicle magazine
covers a comprehensive range of
military vehicles from the beginning of
mechanisation at the start of the 20th century and continues
up to the recent Gulf and Afghanistan conflicts. It concentrates
on wheeled and tracked military hardware that featured
in conflicts around the world. Such vehicles are featured
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JEFFREY ENGINEERING LTD

A

fter the war ended, for
years there were very few
cars to be bought and,
particularly if you were a farmer
or worked in the country, a Jeep
was an ideal and rugged vehicle.

Steve Rivers, who started Dallas Autos
in the ‘70s with wife and fellow military
vehicle enthusiast, Liz, remembers the
halcyon days when new old stock spares
were plentiful and cheap and his father
and grandfather used to regularly buy
jeeps at army surplus sales and reckon
to turn three Jeeps into two good ones
and make a passable profit too.
The family originally had a garage in
Reading and then moved to Newbury.
Steve and Liz bought a house nearby
and called it Dallas, hence the name of
their business.
“We used to sell Jeep spares and then
parts for Dodge Command Cars and
variants too and that meant a lot of
travelling to find parts and vehicles to
sell,” said Steve.

JEEPS - Jeep parts - service and repair
Full Range of MB/GPW spare parts in stock
for next day delivery.
Rebuilt Carbs, Starters, Dynamos,
Steering Boxes, Engines and Axles Everything to keep you Rolling!
Well equipped machine shop - cylinder boring
Unleaded conversions- major unit rebuilds

Free technical advice
Welding - Fabrication Restoration

All major credit cards accepted

Call Nick Jeffrey
Jeeps collected and delivered, body kits in stock, for Free delivery to your door

TEL: 01233 770007 MOBILE: 07770 836438 FAX: 01233 770670
WEBSITE: www.jeffreyeng.com or Email: nick@jeffreyeng.com
Berry Court Farm, Smarden, Kent, TN27 8RQ
P39 CMV & Jeff Eng Ads.indd 2

08/09/2015 18:50

good hunting ground. When
Steve and Liz learned of the
French forces disposal sales,
they drove to France almost
every week –sometimes
even twice a week to buy
vehicles and spares.
As they gained a reputation
for their expertise, best
quality parts and vehicles,
Dallas moved to its current
base, Cold Ash Farm, in

THE HOBBY
THAT BECAME

DALLAS
AUTO
PARTS

Three WW2 Jeeps for £100! Two were
good runners and the third was used
as a source of spares!
Hermitage. Son James,
like his father a qualified
motor engineer, joined the firm and the
restoration and servicing side of the
business grew apace.
30 years on, Internet sales is now very
important at Dallas. “We don’t sell
anything until we have tested it. In fact
we will not sell any part unless it’s good
enough for our own vehicles,” said Steve.
James Rivers, a former rally enthusiast,
much prefers to work on military vehicles.
“It’s really good to work for customers
who are enthusiastic and those who have
some mechanical knowledge, an eye for
detail and also work on their cars. These
are people who share the same passion as
us for their hobby.”

“We used to find some of the best
quality vehicles in Norway. The
Norwegians were very good mechanics
and their vehicles were well maintained,”
said Steve. “Nowadays it is very difficult
to find quality vehicles.”
Steve also travelled to the US to find
other vehicles. Texas in particular was a

Mum Liz agreed. “We are so lucky we
have been able to build a business out of
our hobby and we always want to treat
our customers in the way we like being
treated ourselves.”
“Some of our customers have been
with us for 30 or 40 years and that
speaks volumes!”

www.dallasautoparts.com
Tel: 44 (0) 1635 201124
admin@dallasautoparts.com
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NORMANDY BEACHES

NORMANDY BEACHES

Planted above a captured German dugout, the
RAF Ensign is flown by men of the first RAF
Beach Squadron to land in France, within sight
of the enemy.”(The Jeep is one of the first RAF
vehicles to come ashore on Sword Beach).
One of the most interesting items we
have seen recently, is a late 40’s early
50s French book of postcards
showing
places of
interest on
the ‘Circuit
des Plages de
Debarquement’.

But the view of Arromanches from
the top of the hill looking down on
the beach shows a more complete
picture of the debris on the beach
and the remains of the breakwater
and Mulberry, including, the very
same structure on which the piper,
last year, marked the
moment the main
invasion force arrived
76 years ago.

Since the late ‘40s
Arromanches and the
Normandy beaches
have been a magnet for
those wanting to pay
their respects.

Apart from
imaginative
artist’s impressions of D-Day, the
photographs are a fascinating record
of what was left behind when all the
invasion troops were long gone.
At Utah Beach, for example, two
tracked landing vehicles, lay
abandoned for years after D-Day.

THE

ORMANDY
beaches trail

Neil Huband

The iconic picture and the haunting
sound of the lone piper standing
sentinel on the remains of the Mulberry
Harbour at Arromanches at dawn on
June 6th last year, will remain in the
memory all those who witnessed that
scene, for many years to come.

Block ships off Juno beach
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Since the late ‘40s Arromanches and
the Normandy beaches have been a
magnet for those wanting to pay their
respects, including many, many French
tourists as well as those from across the
Atlantic, from across Europe, from the
Commonwealth and from the UK.
Meanwhile, long lost items of
Normandy memorabilia are still being
discovered too. An original Swedish
Press Agency photo of the first RAF
beach party taking over a German
position and raising the Ensign on
Sword Beach has just been discovered.
It’s also a rare photo of an RAF Jeep on
an invasion beach but, note the relaxed
attitude of the officer sitting on his
vehicle - in sight of the enemy, as
the photo caption reads!

At Omaha, out to sea beyond
the cliff top memorial, in the
distance is a solid line of block
ships sitting on the seabed
and at Juno, to see three more
wrecks, up close this time, is
again, to say the least, striking.
Sword Beach, by contrast,
is represented by a view
showing the plaque marking
the arrival of the first allied
troops to arrive at 23.00
hours on the 5th June.

RAF troops wait in their Bedford QL
and other trucks in a street in Ver Sur
Mer behind Sword Beach several days
after the initial landings. They await
the opportunity to build and then
protect a forward airstrip and set up
a communications base for the RAF.
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Cherished Vehicle
Insurance Services

OVERHAUL

THE OVERHAUL
John Tatam, (original written in 1965) Reprised by Peter Tatam

Classic Military Vehicle Insurance

for your pride & joy
NfEoW
r
2015

Vehicle restoration and preservation
runs in the Tatam blood, sometimes
only poetry can explain it......

Off to the shed the owner goes,
Cold of hand and blue of nose,
An overhaul, no mess, no fuss,
The reason's clear to all of us.
But why in winter, heaven knows.
The doors stand open to the night
And frost attacks with steely bite
The fumbling fingers, trying to ease
Nuts and bolts smeared with grease;
It's amazing why they are all so tight.
Suspended from rusty chains,
The rafters bending with the strains,
The engine, it swings, an oily lump,
While underneath the filthy sump
Conceals the little that remains.
The valves, all burnt, the pistons, worn,
Are laid in rows upon the lawn,
It almost makes me cry hot tears
To see the state of the timing gears.
I'll have to put some things in pawn.

£
30%
£
30%
£
60discount for IMPS members*
30%
£
3.5+
£60
£
Member
to Member Driving of other vehicles cover**
3.5+
30%

Now summer's come, the days are hot,
And I've renewed the blessed lot:
The bores are done, the rings are new,
But many things (well, quite a few)
Must still be done to stop the rot.

Nil excess - Accidental Damage Fire & Theft
£
60
Heavy
3.5+Military Vehicle Breakdown policies available
Free 90 days Comprehensive EU driving cover
Free and simple agreed value option
Multi vehicle policies available

The coachwork's old, but rather quaint,
the stencilling, once bold (now rather faint)
And round the doors some rust is seen,
They should, of course be, coloured green,
I really must touch up the paint.
The nights are drawing in again
And work proceeds, come snow, come rain,
But later on there comes the day
(It's almost at the end of May)
To take a drive right down the lane.

*To qualify for a 30% discount simply provide your Military Vehicle Club membership number. Subject to minimum premium.
**Subject to both parties being insured with Cherished Vehicle Insurance’s Military Vehicle scheme. Please ask for details.

0333 003 8162

Facebook “f ” Logo

RGB / .ai

Facebook “f ” Logo

RGB / .ai

www.cherishedvehicleinsurance.co.uk

The pistons slap, the gears they hum,
But oh my word, it's really fun
To steer the brute and feel it go.
Mayhap in time a vehicle show
Will vindicate a job WELL DONE.

Calls to 0333 numbers are charged at ‘normal’ rates from landlines.
Cherished Vehicle Insurance Services is a trading name of A-Plan Holdings who are authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Registered
Ofﬁce: 2 Des Roches Square, Witney, OX28 4LE. Registered in England. Registration Number 750484
CVI 086 04/17
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AREA REPORTS

AREA REPORTS

WEST SUSSEX
The VE Day commemoration wasn't quite what we were originally planning, but I know a
good number of members had their vehicles out on their driveways at home to celebrate the
day.   For myself, my wife and I also took our Jeep out to do the shopping and on the way we
had many waves and positive comments from people having their own doorstep street parties.
Like all of you Weald members have
been 'confined to barracks' too - so apart
from local texts and
phone calls between
members there has
been little happening
here. Lots of routine
vehicle maintenance
and WD40 sprayed
everywhere.
Many of us locally
supported the 75th
VE Day anniversary
by displaying and
decorating our m/v's
on driveways - I did
hear a couple of
our members did
escape in their
Jeeps on VE Day and made it to the Sir
Winston Churchill statue in Westerham
(very local for them) for a quick mark
of remembrance and a photo - before
running back to 'camp'.
We are all poised ready to go and play - if
the pub is opened we will resume our
monthly meetings when the green light
appears. Safe motoring - when we can.

Nick Cowles, Weald Area Secretary

THE WEALD
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Looking forward now, at the time of
writing we are still unsure when things will
return to some degree of normality in the
country and when we can start to resume
regular operations for the West Sussex Area
IMPS. But I'm hoping that by the time you
are reading this, we will at least have some
idea how the country is planned to return to
conventional living and that we will soon be
able to restart West Sussex area meetings.
We will also then see about rescheduling
our West Sussex Area postponed, St Georges
day run and start planning events for
the remainder of the year. Dates will be
publicised as soon as possible.
In the meantime, stay healthy.
Terry Gibbs, West Sussex Area Secretary

Brian Seddon, Surrey Area Secretary

SURREY

As I pen this report we have 8 weeks of
lockdown behind us and although there
are glimmers of the easing of regulations
no mention yet of any return of mass
gatherings. The much hoped for major
events celebrating 75 years since the ending
of the European war were all by necessity cancelled.
However IMPS did not get downcast and held their own
‘private’ street parties by decorating the fronts of their
homes in patriotic flags and bunting plus parking their
vehicles on driveways for all passers by to see.
We have been requested to submit photos showing our
efforts on the day, some of which may well appear in this
issue. Talking of which readers will note the new format
under our recently appointed editor, Sam Mitchell-Innes
which it is hoped will provide a more focussed and
interesting read.

I have to admit feeling a little frustrated at the sudden
enforced halt bought down on Surrey Area’s monthly
meetings. The new style I had introduced was gaining
acceptance among the regular attendees. But fear not!
Once the green light is given I shall welcome you all back
to the serious and fun elements that go to make my
meetings enjoyable.
In the meanwhile follow orders and keep everything
greased, oiled and tickety-boo!
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HEADCORN
EVENTS

MEMBERSHIP

MEMBERSHIP MATTERS

Presents

Combined Ops

Military & Vintage Aircraft
In association with

The Invicta Military Vehicle Preservation Society

8th & 9th AUGUST 2020
Headcorn Aerodrome,
Kent. TN27 9HX
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Open to
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Arena Battle Displays
Model Aircraft Pyro Displays
Military Vehicle Displays
Vintage Military & Classic Aircraft
Arena Action • Tanks
Living History Displays
Militaria Stalls • Food Stalls • Beer Tent
Main Marquee Entertainment
Airfield Museum
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Visit: www.combinedops.co.uk and www.headcornevents.co.uk
Call: 0845 652 6263 for more information. All aircraft flights subject to weather conditions.
All Attractions are subject to change, but are correct at the time of going to press.
BOOK ONLINE - EARLY BIRD OFFERS AVAILABLE ONLINE

Life is certainly different at the moment,
getting used to new ways to live and
keeping as safe as we can. Still life goes
on, we adapt and move forwards, it's
all we can do, keeping those immortal
words in mind we just have to "KEEP
CALM AND CARRY ON". We all know
that there is always something to fix on
our vehicles, or collections to catalogue
the list is endless because they always
fall into the category of "I will do it when
I have time".
Finally I have to pass on my thanks and
support for those members who are out
there doing the essential work that keeps
the rest of us healthy and supplied.
I would like to welcome the following
new members
5103
5103a
5104
5105
5105a
5106
5107
5108
5109
5109a
5110
5110a
5111
5111a
5112
5112a
5113
5114
5115
5115a
5116
5116a
5117
5117a

Alan Parry
Julie Parry
Adrian Tredgett
Shaun Geering
Tanya Burrlock
Steven Holloway
Roy Jackson
Wayne Twidle
Neal Farrow
Barbara Farrow
Diane Pearson
Philip Denne
Jack Lewis Pugh
Harrison Pepper
Ian Marsh
Julie Marsh
Stuart Terry
Darren Roberts
Trevor Wlliams
Darren Williams
Kirk Emmerich
Louise Emmerich
John Jeffery
Polly Jeffery

Oxfordshire
Oxfordshire
Kent
East Sussex
East Sussex
Surrey
Cumbria
Cornwall
Kent
Kent
Kent
Kent
Leicestershire
Leicestershire
Gloucestershire
Gloucestershire
Somerset
Kent
Essex
Essex
Kent
Kent
Kent
kent

Members Gaining Their 10 Year Certificate
3509
3510
3515
3514
3516
3517
3518
3519

Mark Toovey
Colin Toovey
James Wilton
Sandy Grimm
Kim Davies
Sally Davies
Ken Bailey
Shirley Bailey

Peter Tatam, Membership Secretary

Renewals
Despite everything club business moves
along and renewals are a never ending
task. I hope that the membership cards
are getting through despite the slower
postal system.

I endeavour to send out renewal
reminders by the middle of the month
that they are due. Therefore PLEASE check
your "SPAM or JUNK" folder for anything
from membership@imps.org.uk.

At the time of writing this I am still waiting
for 47 renewals to be returned from the
last 3 months.

Renewals are easiest to do online via the
IMPS website just visit www.imps.org.uk
and select "MEMBERSHIP".

ALL RENEWAL FORMS ARE BEING
SENT OUT BY EMAIL WHERE WE
HAVE A VALID EMAIL ADDRESS.
The ever-increasing cost of postage means
that the use of email is becoming more
beneficial for the club and its members.

It has to be said, that if you decide
you do not want to renew your
membership then please let me know.
Please just don't ignore the renewal
reminder as this causes more work and
cost to the club.

Members Gaining Their 30 Year Certificate

Newsletter

764
763
780
781
785

PLEASE LET ME KNOW - If you are not
currently receiving your newsletter either
by post or e-mail, as I want to ensure
every member is sent one. However, this
can only be achieved with your assistance
and feedback.

Roger Jarred
L Jarred
Mike Barker
Pat Barker
Andrew Honychurch

Apologies if I have missed anyone out.
10 and 30 Year Certificates
I have produced and posted all
certificates for everyone going back
to the beginning of the year 2019, so
hopefully everyone has received them
by now. If anyone believes they are due
a certificate or did not receive their
certificates in 2018 please contact me
by email or post (details below) and
I will check your details and issue a
certificate if necessary.
E-mail Addresses
(yes I know not everyone has one).
I know they are a pain and I keep banging
on about them. But in these modern
times it is the most cost effective, easiest
and quickest way to get information out
to you the members.
It is, therefore, important that our
records are up to date so that you do not
miss out on any communications from
the club. Can you please make sure that
if your contact details change you let me
know so I can update our records.

Please contact me with either your e-mail
address or to confirm that you would like
one by post (see address details).
Membership Applications
To join the Invicta Military-Vehicle
Preservation Society today please visit
our website www.imps.org.uk and select
“MEMBERSHIP”
Membership costs are:
UK Single Membership
(One Adult)

£30.00

UK Family Membership
(Two adults & up to
5 children under 18)

£33.00

European Membership
(Two adults and up to
5 children under 18)

£40.00

Rest of the World Membership
(Two adults and up to
5 children under 18)

£45.00

Alternatively, if you do not wish to use the
online system please contact me and I can
post or email an application form.
Email: membership@imps.org.uk
Post: IMPS Membership Secretary, 29 Jail
Lane, Biggin Hill, Westerham, TN16 3SE.
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CONTACTS
Founder President:	The Late Major Dickie Dover,
M.C..F.C.I.S..F.R.S.A.
President	Allan Ede
		
Email - president@imps.org.uk
Chairman

Nick Cowles Tel: 01959 702207
Email - n.cowles@ntlworld.com
Email - chairman@imps.org.uk

Vice Chairman	Ross Savage - Tel: 07538 450768
Email - ross.savage@ntlworld.com
Company Secretary

Andrew Partridge - Tel: 01293 775262
Email - companysec@imps.org.uk

Secretary

Lynne Tatam
Email - secretary@imps.org.uk

Events

Gareth Wear
Email - events@imps.org.uk

Membership Secretary

Peter Tatam
29 Jail Lane, Biggin Hill, Westerham, TN16 3SE
Email - membership@imps.org.uk
Tel 01959 576066

Treasurer

Roger Stone
Tel: 07768 317702
Email - treasurer@imps.org.uk

Imprint Editor

S am Mitchell-Innes Tel: 07798 927833
Email: imprint@imps.org.uk or
sam@mitchell-innes.com

Newsletter Editor

Heidi White
Email - newsletter@imps.org.uk

DVLA Liason Officer	Tony Lawrence
Tel: 01737 769907 (H) Tel: 01306 881747
Publicity/Website Officer:

Gareth Wear
Email - gareth.wear@outlook.com

CHELMSFORD
MILITARIA FAIR
The Premier Indoor
Militaria Fair in Essex

Hamptons Sports & Leisure (Marconi Social)
Tydemans, Chelmsford, Essex CM2 9FH

SUNDAY 19TH JAN
SUNDAY 29TH
MAR
15
SUNDAY 17TH MAY
SUNDAY 20TH SEPT
SUNDAY 25TH OCT
SUNDAY 29TH NOV
Time: 10.00am – 2.00pm
Public Admission £2.50
Traders – 6ft Table £25.00 in advance
info: www.chelmsfordmilitaria.com
Email: fairs@chelmsfordmilitaria.com
Tel: James on 07595 511981
Deactivated weapons, magazines, inert
ammo, and other weapon accessories
available on www.chelmsfordmilitaria.com
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AREA SECRETARIES AND LOCAL MEETINGS
IMPS Main Club Meeting Is the first Thursday of every
month at the Glentworth Club at Dartford, Kent
East Kent	Bob Ellis - Tel: 01303 264972 Email bobthebolt@hotmail.com Meetings will now
take place at The Anchor Inn, High Streeet,
Wingham, Kent, CT3 1BJ on the third Thursday
of each month, from 1930hrs.
North Kent	Chris Beal Tel: 07889 788350
chris.beal57@googlemail.com
Monthly meetings at The Bayview Pub,
Leysdown Road, ME12 4AQ.
3rd Thursday of the month from 7.00 pm
North Thames
‘Position Vacant’
Surrey
Surrey Area monthly meetings will normally
fall on the first Tuesday of each month at 		
the RAFA Portcullis Club, far end of Victor
Beamish Avenue on the former Battle of 		
Britain airfield of Kenley. Victor Beamish 		
Avenue is in fact the original RAF Main 		
Entrance off Salmons Lane West, 		
Caterham Hill, CR3 5LT.Contact Brian Seddon.
Email - surreyareasec@gmail.com and
text/voice Tel: 07873-284040.		
East Sussex
‘Position Vacant’
West Sussex
Terry Gibbs. Email - terry@gibbs-home.com 		
Sussex Area meetings are held on the first Wednesday
of each month. Venue is currently: The Woolpack Pub
(www.thewoolpack.net/), Sussex Way, Burgess Hill.
Meeting starts at 8pm.
Weald	Nick Cowles Tel: 01959 702207
Email: n.cowles@ntlworld.com
Meets 2nd Monday, 8pm at The Kings Arms Pub,
Leaves Green, Biggin Hill, Kent.
Western
James Shopland Tel: 01275 873107
james@shoplandsawmills.co.uk
2nd Wednesday at The Sawmill,
Clevedon, Somerset.
CHIMPS
Roger Stone Tel: 07768 317702
Prospective members please contact 		
Roger Stone - treasurer@imps.org.uk

*

Did you know with FJ+ you can tailor
your policy from a range of cover
options, including; breakdown,
agreed value and salvage
retention?

AFFILIATED CLUBS
MVCG France

Mr Clive Micallef
235/1 Belgravia Court, Tower Road
Sliema, SIM 160, Malta.

Big Red One
Re-enactment

F. Castier, 99, Rue Artstide Briand,
62100, Calais, France.

B.M.V.T.	Rue Preixhe, 1 BB-4681, Hermalle SS,
Argentau, Belgium.
Devon & Cornwall MVC	Nic Drew Tel: 01392 213091
Email: james@drew.eclipse.co.uk
H.M.K.

Insurance
solutions
for classics
and more.

PO Box 233N-3601 Kongsberg, Norway.		
Email: post@hmkf.no Website: www.hmkf.no

Jersey MVC	RICKY LE QUESNE, Tel: 01534 741538
Email: rickylequesne@gmail.com
Facebook:Jersey Military Vehicle Club
Military Vehicle
Collectors Club Malta

19 St Rocco St, Qormi, QRM 2342, Malta
Tel: 00356 21486064. Clive Micallef President
MVCCM, Email:micallef.clive@gmail.com

MVPA (Military
Vehicle Preservation
Association)

PO Box 520378, Independence,
MO 64052-0378, USA. www.mvpa.org

Norfolk M.V.G.

Ian McCullum. Tel: 01502 711785

North London
Barmy Army

Minty, 171 Beech Road, St Albans,
Herts, AL3 5AN. Tel: 07860 245699.
www.nlba.co.uk

Asociación Cultural de
Amigos del Museo
Histórico Militar de Valencia

+34 619 653 335
www.amigosmuseovalencia.es

Also, if you own more than one vehicle
then you can ask about combining
them all on one Multi Vehicle Policy.

Call our friendly UK
team for a quote.

0333 207 6062

footmanjames.co.uk

*All cover is subject to insurer’s terms and conditions, which are available upon request. Footman James is a trading name of Towergate Underwriting Group
Limited. Registered in England No. 4043759. Registered Address: Towergate House, Eclipse Park, Sittingbourne Road, Maidstone, Kent ME14 3EN. Authorised and
regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Telephone calls may be monitored or recorded. FP ADGE.1084.5.18

Fast reliable mail order
service
Vehicle Sales of both
Jeep and Dodge
Stockists Of Premium
branded parts
Full service and MOT
Facilities in House
30 years experience with
fully qualified staff

...The UK’s
premium supplier
of high quality spares
for Jeep and Dodge

Open: Monday - Friday 8am - 6pm
Saturday 9am - 1pm

Tel: +44(0)1635 201124

email: admin@dallasautoparts.com
www.dallasautoparts.com

Cold Ash Farm, Long Lane, Hermitage,
Nr. Newbury Berkshire RG18 9LT

Saturdays by appointment only

